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Booth No. 8.1B41-4

Raon A&C Inc. is company that provides Actual Feeling Sound Solutions that can be used in various fields where sound is used, such as 
providing high-quality sound reproduction close to natural sound to audio listeners and providing VR/AR immersion through sound.
Raon A&C Inc. consists of experts who have accumulated more than 10 years of research and development and supply know-how in 
3D sound-related companies.

RAON ACTUAL FEELING SOUND SOLUTION for ONLINE PERFORMANCE CONTENT 
Function and Usage : A realistic sound solution for enhancing the sense of 
presence in performances and video content, which improves immersion and 
realism by applying the solution to live audio performances in real-time without 
separate mastering work. 
It can be utilized in real-time online concerts, real-time online fan meetings, and 
other live online events to provide differentiated content services.
Provides a sense of presence by arranging instruments and speakers in a similar 
position to a concert hall, enhancing spatial perception.
When applied through playback software, virtual surround technology is provided to improve the sensation of being there.
Marketing and Selling Points : This is a realistic sound solution applied to the audio in real time without a separate mastering work to 
improve the sense of presence. 
This solution improves the sense of presence by applying realistic sound to multi-channel audio input in real time without any additional 
mastering work. It is installed and used in the computer of the sound system in the form of SW or it is used by connecting the HW unit to 
which the solution is applied to the sound system.
RAON ACTUAL FEELING SOUND SOLUTION® for MULTI CHANNELS COMMUNICATIOM    
Function and Usage : To solve the problem where multiple voices heard 
simultaneously during online meetings, such as video conferences, can blend 
together, causing noise that makes accurate communication difficult. 
By applying this to video conferencing systems, fighter jets, tanks, and other 
military intercom (Inter Communication System) systems, as well as specialized 
communication systems used in ships, commercial aircraft, and airports, it 
improves the delivery of information.
Solves the issue of reduced clarity in communication due to multi-channel 
communication in multi-channel communication systems. 
Allows for intuitive situation awareness by simultaneously receiving sounds from multiple sources.
Enables listening to stories from multiple participants at once, facilitating discussions such as idea brainstorming.
Marketing and Selling Points : Resolving the phenomenon where the sounds of each channel delivered to the multi channels 
communication(intercom system, video conference, etc.) are mixed to reduce communication clarity.
For example, when multiple people participate in a video conference, each meeting participant establishes a virtual location for each 
participant similar to a real conference room, and sounds are separated to improve information transfer.
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